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Westjet Live Animal Cargo

The SPCA said it would, if necessary, reimburse the fee volunteers must now pay when they accompany a dog.. WestJet doesn't allow big dogs in-cabin — unless their service or emotional support animals — but it is very cheap to check them in a kennel.. Ranging from $75 to $89 per pet, that's probably the best deal you'll find
Volunteers are being asked to help in the interim by sponsoring the cost of animals’ flights – $50 for carry-on or $100 if sent in the hold – whether or not they are accompanying a pet on a flight.. What health documentation is required? While WestJet does not require a health certificate for an animal some States and Countries do
require health documents.. “It was a local agreement with the past manager that carried on over the years with every new manager that took the position.. “If we cannot get dogs out of our shelter then we have to say noto the many dogs waiting to come in.. How to keep a snake calm for travel Keeping snakes calm whilst travelling
may seem like a daunting task as they are elusive creatures who enjoy the comfort of their own homes.. On Tuesday, the Yellowknife-based NWT SPCA said on Facebook staff understood the decision had come from WestJet’s head office.

We will provide the live animal declaration form and sticker at the check-in counter upon request.. Westjet Cargo BookingWestjet Live Animal Cargo RatesThe NWT’s largest animal shelter says WestJet is no longer waiving fees for rescue animals to be sent south in search of new homes.. We were fortunate to have that
relationship for so long,” Spencer wrote to Cabin Radio.. For information on snakes flying in cargo, check West Jet’s Cargo website here.. “We are working on another program through Westjet Cargo but that will not take effect for several weeks and it will likely be different than what we currently know,” shelter staff wrote,
adding the SPCA remained grateful for the airline’s support.. All live animals shipped as cargo must be booked and approved in advance by WestJet Cargo.. And that is not a good option for thosedogs,” the shelter wrote Nicole Spencer, the NWT SPCA’s president and logistics director, said the previous arrangement with WestJet
was informal.

westjet live animal cargo

westjet live animal cargo, westjet live animal cargo rates

A 'Live Animals Handling Declaration' must be completed for a pet travelling in checked baggage.. WestJet Cargo organizes the safe transportation for your domestic pets and can help you ship a wide variety of products from business supplies to gifts and household goods, to live animals and perishable products like fresh
vegetables and frozen food.. “It is definitely not about the money on their end It is about having a formalized program that works safely and responsibly for all involved including the company, the NWT SPCA, and the animal.. Have labels with the words 'Live Animal' in letters at least 1-inch tall on the crate's top and on at least
one side; Have upright arrow labels indicating kennel's correct position.. Please be prepared with a contact number, destination address and destination contact number.
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